Pally Magnum
& Lid User Guide

Loadhog Lid
Operating instructions

1. Carrying the lid
The Half Euro Loadhog Lid is designed with
integrated handles for ease of carrying /
lifting and manoeuvring of the PallyMagnum
when loaded

2. Installing the lid
Carry the lid using the ergonomic holds
as shown above, position over the
PallyMagnum and ensure the lid sits firmly
over all corners of the unit. Lower until lid is
securely in place

3. Attaching the strap
Take hold of hook and draw out sufficient
strap to reach the Pally. Locate the hook
on one side of the Pally pedal.

4. Tensioning the strap
The strap is tensioned by rotating the yellow The Pallet should now be fully secure with
lever to the left until the strap is sufficiently both straps located and tensioned to the
appropriate strength
secure
Repeat this on the strap located on the
other side of the Loadhog Lid
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5. To release the strap mechanism
Slide the green “RELEASE” button firmly
to the left using your thumb until it engages
Rotate the yellow lever to the left until it
stops. Then push the lever in one gentle
movement further to the left – this will
release the tension in the strap and the
strap will be free to retract or extend

Pull a little strapping down (sufficient for the
hook to be free from the Pally base). Gently
guide the strap back into the lid as it retracts.
Ensure the hook is fully located back in it’s
housing in the Lid to prevent damage
Repeat these steps on the other side of the
lid. The load should be free for breaking
down or picking at this point.
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6. Removing and stacking the lid
Using the in-built hand holds, take hold
of the lid with both hands and carefully
lift off the lid
Stack the lid the correct way up on a spare
PallyMagnum as shown above. The internal
dimensions of the lid are designed to fit
exactly on to the PallyMagnum (folded
or Unfolded).

Nest other lids carefully and securely on top
of the base lid up to a maximum of 20 lids per
PallyMagnum.
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1. How to erect the Pally Magnum
Start by pulling into a vertical position the
2 long sides (800mm)
Pull one of the smaller side, making sure
that it is completely locked with the vertical
sides.

Repeat the operation on the other side,
your Pally is fully erected
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2. How to fold the Pally Magnum
Start to fold the PallyMagnum on one of the
smaller sides (600mm). Pull the handle to
unlock the first side and push it down

Repeat the operation on the other side.
Simply push the long sides, one after the
other. Your PallyMagnum is now folded.
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3. Change from Pallet to Dolly/
Dolly to Pallet
To change the PallyMagnum from Pallet
mode to dolly mode, apply a HALF pressure
on the pedal. This retracts the bearers and
your Pally is now on Dolly form.

To change from Dolly to pallet, apply a
The red sticker indicates that the Pally is in
FULL pressure on the pedal. This ejects the Pallet mode.
bearers and your Pally is now on pallet form.
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4. How to stack folded
Pally Magnum
For this operation, 2 options are available:
using a mechanical handling equipment /
or manually.

Using the Easy Lifter
You need to check that the Pally feet are
engaged (Pallet position) and securely
in position around the base of the next
PallyMagnum.

ALWAYS MAKE SURE
THAT THE 4 CORNERS
ARE SECURELY
LOCKED IN PLACE
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4. How to stack folded
Pally Magnum
Carrying the unit manually
If you lift the unit, make sure that you are
positioned on the short sides. You need to
check that the Pally feet are engaged and
securely in position around the base of the
next PallyMagnum.

ALWAYS MAKE SURE
THAT THE 4 CORNERS
ARE SECURELY
LOCKED IN PLACE

x

DO NOT PICK THE PALLY
MAGNUM ON YOUR OWN
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5. How to Stack erected magnum
To stack erected Magnum, make sure that
the lid is in place and securely installed.

Make sure that the PallyMagnum is in
“pallet Form” (bearers out”)

Do not stack the Pally Magnum on top
of another Pally Magnum without the Lid.

When dropping the PallyMagnum, it must
engage with the up stands that are located
on top of the lid.

Make sure that you strap the 2 units using
the straps from the top lid. This is very
important to insure perfect stability.
The 2 units are now safe to be moved either
with a fork lift or manually.

